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This Executive Summary was prepared by Ramona Strategies to relay the substance of the
Recommendations to the broader setofstakeholders
that make up the Sierra Club community.
Ramona Strategies exercised control over the scope and substance of this Executive Summary
atall times.
About
the Restorative
About the
Restorative Accountability
Accountability Process
Process
In
summer of 2020,
allegations surfaced
surfaced that
employee and
Inthe the
summerof
2020, public
public allegations
that aa celebrated
celebrated former
former employee
and thenthencurrent
Leader had
Sierra Club
Club employee
boss; others
others came
current Volunteer
Volunteer Leader
had raped
raped aaSierra
employee when
when hehe was
was her
her boss;
came
forward
share similar
experiences of
inappropriate and
degrading experiences
experiences with
forward toto share
similar experiences
of inappropriate
and degrading
with that
that
same
Those reports
same man.
man. Those
reports prompted
prompted not
not only
only aa targeted
targeted investigation
investigation ofof his
his tenure
tenure atat the
the
organization,
organization, but
but also
also this
this broader
broader Restorative
Restorative Accountability
Accountability Process.
Process. This
This Restorative
Restorative
Accountability
commissioned to
the challenges
challenges that
that
Accountability Process
Process was
was commissioned
to help
help the
the organization
organization rise
rise toto the
confront
this definitional
definitional moment.
confront itit inin this
moment.
The
opportunity to
Process was
by the
The opportunity
to participate
participate inin the
the Restorative
Restorative Accountability
Accountability Process
was extended
extended by
the
Club
series of emails
directed atat both
and volunteers.
No one
Club through
through aaseriesof
emails from
from Leadership
Leadership directed
both staff
staffand
volunteers. No
one
who
in participating
away. Most
who expressed
expressed anan interest
interest in
participating was
was turned
turned away.
Most interviews
interviews were
were conducted
conducted
between
September 2020
2020 and
2021, although
outside of
of that
that
between September
and January
January 2021,
although aa few
few interviews
interviews happened
happened outside
time
time frame.
frame. Individuals
Individuals were
were under
under nono obligation
obligation toto contribute
contribute toto the
the process;
process; however,
however,
between
unsolicited participants
participants and
organizational representatives
whom we
between unsolicited
and those
those organizational
representatives toto whom
we reached
reached
out
directly, members
of the
Office of General Counsel,
out toto directly,
membersof
the OfficeofGeneral
Counsel, the
the Human
Human Resources
Resources Department,
Department,
the
known as
as “Office
“Office of
Support”), the
the Volunteer
Volunteer
the Chapter
Chapter Services
Services Department
Department (also
(also known
of Chapter
Chapter Support’),
Accountability
Working Group
(also known
Accountability Working
Group (also
known asas the
the “Volunteer
“Volunteer Accountability
Accountability Process
Process Reform
Reform
Team”),
and some
some individuals
leadership spoke
spoke with
to explain
Team”), and
individuals inin union
union leadership
with usus to
explain more
more about
about the
the
details
of the
and resolutions
and to
explain
details of
the processes
processes used
used for
for complaints,
complaints, investigations,
investigations, and
resolutions and
fo explain
recordkeeping
systems and
recordkeeping systems
and materials
materials related
related toto prior
prior issues.
issues.
Participants
interviews were
to any
Participants inin the
the interviews
were not
not guided
guided to
any particular
particular perspectives,
perspectives, conclusions,
conclusions,
themes,
general, we
to share
was
themes, oror narratives;
narratives; inin general,
we encouraged
encouraged participants
participants to
share what
what they
they thought
thought was
important
to be
we listened.
did not
to comment
comment on
important to
be known
known and
and then
then we
listened. We
We did
not ask
ask participants
participants to
on
information
or perspectives
perspectives shared
shared by
by others,
others, and
and we
did not
not engage
information or
we did
engage inin cross-examination.
cross-examination.
However,
for details, and
we did
did listen
for corroborating
corroborating factors
factors across
interviews.
However, wewe did
did probe
probefordetails,
and we
listenfor
across interviews.
To
extent that
To the
the extent
that the
the Process
Process identified
identified individual
individual matters
matters that
that require
require investigation
investigation and/or
and/or
further
were relayed
relayed to
to the
that handle
further intervention,
intervention, those
those individual
individual matters
matterswere
the teams
teams that
handle Employee
Employee
and
(‘EVR”)' in
anonymity of the
the participants
and Volunteer
Volunteer Relations
Relations (“EVR")'
in aa manner
manner that
that protects
protects the
the anonymityof
participants
and
confidentiality of the
to those
and the
the confidentialityof
the Process
Process but
but also
also ensures
ensures the
the organization
organization isis attending
attending to
those
situations.
situations.
This Executive Summary was prepared by Ramona Strategies to relay the substance of the
Recommendations to the broader set of stakeholders that make up the Sierra Club community.
Ramona Strategies exercised control over the scope and substance of this Executive Summary
at all times.

*+ Currently,
Currently, individuals
with cultivating
cultivating aa values-aligned
culture and
individuals tasked
tasked with
values-aligned culture
and preventing
preventing and
and addressing
addressing culture
culture

concerns
workinascattered series ofdepartments and teams
- including but not limited tothe formally identified
Human Resources, Chapter Services, Volunteer Accountability, Equity Departmen, Training, etc. Throughout
his report,
wewill ef to these collective efforts underthe umbrella term ofEmployee and Volunteer Relations"
or “EVR. as ts traditional that they notbe treated
disparate pieces but instead a3parts ofawhole.

concerns work in a scattered series of departments and teams — including but not limited to the formally-identified
Human Resources, Chapter Services, Volunteer Accountability, Equity Department, Training, etc. Throughout
this report, we will refer to these collective efforts under the umbrella term of Employee and Volunteer Relations”
or “EVR,” as it is traditional that they not be treated as disparate pieces but instead as parts of a whole.
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Nearly sixty individuals ~ with a total of more than 400 years collective experience with the
organization ~ provided information as a part of this Process. In addition to conducting the
interviews, we reviewed hundreds pages documentary evidence, including emails, text
messages, and other documents provided by participants; Sierra Club policies, protocols,
powerpoints,
memos, and
powerpoints, memos,
and training
training materials;
materials; records
records from
from both
both internal
internal and
and external
external Equal
Equal
employment
Opportunity (“EEO”)
to the
employment Opportunity
(“EEO”) investigations;
investigations; information
information related
related to
the work
work ofof the
the
Volunteer
other internal
internal culture
efforts,
Volunteer Accountability
Accountability Working
Working Group;
Group: and
and information
information from
fromother
culture efforts,
including survey
seventy-five current
including
survey materials.
materials. We
We also
also interacted
interacted with
with more
more than
than seventy-five
current managers
managers
and senior
senior leaders
series of small-group antianti-harassment
and workshops,
and we
and
leaders inin aa seriesofsmall-group
harassment trainings
trainings and
workshops, and
we
have incorporated
incorporated what
those interactions
interactions into
our review.
have
what wewe learned
learned through
through those
into our
review.
There
are three
themes around
around which
which the
the Recommendations
There are
three key
key themes
Recommendations were
were organized:
organized:
##* Build,
a Centralized People
Build, Empower,
Empower, and
and Resource
Resource aCentralized
People Function
Function
## Professionalize
Management
Professionalize Management
## Demonstrate
Through Action
Demonstrate Leadership
Leadership Through
Action
Within
of these
find 1313 itemized
Within each
each of
these three
three themes,
themes, you
you will
will find
itemized recommendations,
recommendations, along
along with
with aa
range of
guidelines, considerations,
subrange
of supporting
supporting observations
observations and
and underlying
underlying guidelines,
considerations, and
and subrecommendations.
recommendations.
‘We
acknowledge that,
that, in
particular, the
organization has
We acknowledge
in the
the past
past few
few years
years inin particular,
the organization
has initiated
initiated efforts
efforts
to
engage some
some ofthe
of the concerns
discussed herein.
Through this
this Process,
greater
to begin
begin totoengage
concernsdiscussed
herein. Through
Process, wewe had
had greater
insight into
some of
of those
efforts —— e.g.
already underway
the EVR
insight
into some
those efforts
eg. reforms
reforms already
underway toto expand
expand the
EVR
department
ongoing efforts
around volunteer
are
department and
and the
the ongoing
efforts around
volunteer accountability
accountability —— while
while others
others wewe are
aware of but did
did not
significant interactions
around —- e.g.
e.g. the
Structural Assessment
awareofbut
not have
have significant
interactions inin oror around
the Structural
Assessment
Process. The
The Recommendations
what principles,
Process.
Recommendations herein
herein are
are drafted
drafted toto identify
identify what
principles, strategies,
strategies, oror
guidelines need
need to
guidelines
to bebe implemented,
implemented, including
including where
where those
those recommendations
recommendations may
may overlap
overlap.
with, echo,
echo, or
or otherwise
or redirect
efforts already
with,
otherwise direct
direct or
redirect efforts
already underway.
underway.
Nearly sixty individuals — with a total of more than 400 years collective experience with the
organization — provided information as a part of this Process.> In addition to conducting the
interviews, we reviewed hundreds pages documentary evidence, including emails, text
messages, and other documents provided by participants; Sierra Club policies, protocols,

* Additional individuals expressed an interest in participatingbut did not. Some indicated that they decided not
toparticipate becauseofconcernsregardingconfidentiality: some indicated that i was to painful to revisit these
‘memories:others did not provide
areason for deciding not o participate. Approximately twenty individuals who
established initial contact wlimately did not participate. We heard reports of others who were considering
participation
out, reportedly
on concerns
regarding confidentiality and/or
and/or
participation but
but who
who ultimately
ulimately did
did not
not reach
reach ou,
reportedly based
based on
concernsregardingconfidentiality
the
of revisiting these
the pain
painofrevisiting
hese memories.
memories
2 Additional individuals expressed an interest in parti
ng but did not. Some indicated that they decided not
to participate because of concerns regarding confidentiality; some indicated that it was too painful to revisit these
memories; others did not provide a reason for deciding not to participate. Approximately twenty individuals who
established initial contact ultimately did not participate. We heard reports of others who were considering
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R
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z
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3% Build, Empower, and Resource a Centralized People Function
1.1. Centralize,
Centralize, streamline,
properly resource
an internal team
respond to culture
streamline, and
andproperly
resourceaninternal
teamtoto respondto
culture
concerns.
concerns.
The
Club should
should immediately
immediately act
act to
centralize, streamline,
resource aa team
The Sierra
Sierra Club
to centralize,
streamline, and
and properly
properly resource
team
to
concerns. With
900, a set
to respond
respond toto culture
culture concerns.
With aa staff
staff approaching
approaching 900,a
set ofof approximately
approximately 4,000
4,000
Volunteer
drawing from
64 chapters
chapters and
and approximately
Volunteer Leaders,
Leaders, and
and aa volunteer
volunteer base
base drawing
from 64
approximately 350
350
groups, the current
current model
an organization
groups,the
model isis plainly
plainly insufficient,
insufficient, particularly
particularly for
for an
organization that
that professes
professes
to equity
different departments
and processes
aa commitment
commitment to
equity and
and inclusion.
inclusion. Having
Havingdifferent
departments and
processes depending
depending
on
who the
the alleged
alleged bad
actor and/or
and/or victim
and counterproductive.
onwho
bad actor
victim are
are isis inefficient
inefficient and
counterproductive. Whatever
Whatever
the
the reorganized
reorganized people
people function
function isis called,
called, itit should
should attend
attend toto the
the full
full range
range ofof people
people
development
concerns ~— including
including those
aspects of
of culture
culture
development and
and internal
internal culture
culture concerns
those affirmative
affirmative aspects
building like
Training.
building
like Equity
Equity and
and Training.
The
attempt to
to separate
out “volunteer”
The organization
organization cannot
cannot attempt
separate out
“volunteer” issues
issues from
from “employee”
“employee” issues,
issues,
both because
the issues
are rarely
of the
both
because the
issues are
rarely that
that starkly
starkly separated
separated and
and because
because of
the significant
significant
inefficiencies and
for error
such aa disaggregated
disaggregated or
inefficiencies
and opportunities
opportunities for
error inin such
or bifurcated
bifurcated system.
system. Thus,
Thus,
any reorganization
redesign will need
to ensure
efforts underway
in teams
teams such
as
any
reorganization and
andredesignwill
need to
ensure that
that the
the efforts
underway in
such as
Chapter Services
to deal
deal with
culture-related concerns)
concerns) and
and
Chapter
Services (to(to the
the extent
extent that
that they
they continue
continue to
with culture-related
Volunteer
charge
Volunteer Accountability
Accountability are
are enveloped
enveloped into
into the
the newly-designed
newly-designed people
people function.
function. The
The charge
of
foremost, be
of this
this department
department should,
should, first
first and
and foremost,
be the
the creation
creation and
and maintenance
maintenance ofof aa safe,
safe,
supportive, equitable,
and inclusive
and especially
especially where
that might
supportive,
equitable, and
inclusive Sierra
Sierra Club,
Club, even
even and
where that
might
complicate
run counter
counter to
to aa goal
goal of
of placating
complicate oror run
placating oror otherwise
otherwise maintaining
maintaining positive
positive ties
ties with
with
chapters
or volunteers.
The organization
legal and
and moral
to attend
attend to
chapters or
volunteers. The
organization has
has both
both legal
moral obligations
obligations to
to onon
this
front.
this front.
To
organization isis likely
To implement
implement this
this and
and related
related recommendations,
recommendations, the
the organization
likely going
going toto need
need toto
increase
the staffing
new people
possible that
increase significantly
significantly the
staffing for
for this
this new
people function
function —~ although
although itit isis possible
that
through
sufficient headcount
headcount may
other restorative
through reorganization,
reorganization, sufficient
may exist.
exist. IfIf mediations
mediations oror other
restorative
processes
are going
size of
the organization
organization and
and the
repetitive nature
of many of
processes are
going toto bebe used,
used, the
the size
ofthe
the repetitive
nature ofmany
of
the
challenges faced
and/or training
take on
on those
the challenges
faced suggest
suggest that
that hiring
hiring and/or
training internal
internal staff
staff toto take
those
responsibilities
makes sense.
most certainly
need toto hire
responsibilities makes
sense. The
The organization
organization isis most
certainly going
going toto need
hire aa senior
senior
individual
out of
this people
function over
next
individual toto attend
attend toto the
the transformation
transformation and
and toto build
build out
ofthis
people function
over the
the next
few
years. The
this undertaking
too large
assign to
of which
few years.
The scale
scaleofof this
undertaking isis too
large toto assign
to any
any current
current positions
positions of
which
we are aware.
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2. Revamp
Revamp

2.

Team.
Team.

investigati

investigations

and

BN

empower

i

a senior,

5

centralized,

ined

trained

Resoluti

Resolutions

Based on our review, including of investigations and conversations with those stakeholders
charged with responding, someof the Sierra Club's under-response to those concerns brought
toits attention was attributable, at leastin part, to complainants notusing the “right” key words
(like
and instead
concerns in
in non-legal
and
non-legal and
their concerns
describing their
instead describing
‘harassment’ and
discrimination’ oror ‘harassment’)
(ike ‘discrimination’
more
to understand
addition to
and complainants
complainants
more colloquial
colloquial terms.
terms. ItIt isis vital
vital to
understand that,
that, inin addition
to victims
victims and
often
not knowing
the “right”
also true
true that
reluctance on
on the
often not
knowing the
“right” terms
terms toto utilize,
utilize, itit isis also
that aa reluctance
the part
part ofof
victims
severe details
attributed to
and
victims toto offer
offer the
the most
most severe
details can
can also
also bebe attributed
to the
the emotional,
emotional, physical
physical and
mental
toll that
experiences can
can take.
For these
that
mental toll
that recounting
recounting these
these experiences
take. For
these reasons,
reasons, processes
processes that
attempt
classify the
severity of
any processes
attempt toto classify
the severity
of what
what isis being
being reported,
reported, including
including any
processes that
that attempt
attempt
to
about whether
something should
to make
make determinations
determinations about
whether something
should bebe investigated
investigated atat all,
all are
are insufficient
insufficient
—~ creating
creating the
opportunity for
go unThis isis
the opportunity
for serious
serious problems
problems toto go
un- oror under-addressed.
under-addressed. This
particularly
are then
of scope, resources,
resources, or
time.
particularly true
true where
where investigations
investigations are
then constrained
constrained inin terms
termsofscope,
or time.
While
the case,
case, itit was
was often
often true
those preyed
upon were
“vulnerable”
While not
not always
always the
true that
that those
preyed upon
were “vulnerable”
individuals who
positional power
likely
individuals
who had
had less
less societal
societal privilege
privilege and
and positional
power —~ those
those who
who were
were least
least likely
to
internal reporting
reporting structures
structures and
to know,
know, understand,
understand, trust,
trust, oror maneuver
maneuver internal
and least
least likely
likely toto bebe
believed, trusted,
or seen
as a
a high-priority
to be
Again, while
not always
always the
believed,
trusted, or
seen as
high-priority to
be retained.
retained. Again,
while not
the case,
case,
many of
of those
not
many
those reporting
reporting the
the most
most serious
serious concerns
concerns experienced
experienced mistreatment
mistreatment that
that played
played not
just
on their
their gender
also their
their race
other factors
factors about
about their
their identity
orientation,
just on
gender but
butalso
race and
andother
identity (sexual
(sexual orientation,
ability, etc.).
Systems or
or approaches
to draw
distinctions between
ability,
etc. Systems
approaches that
that try
try to
draw clean
clean distinctions
between the
the ways
ways
identity-based
mistreatment manifests
manifests in
in the
identity-based mistreatment
the workplace
workplace artificially
artificially constrain
constrain the
the lived
lived
experiences
and can
can result
result in
that are
experiences ofof those
those being
being harmed
harmed and
in solutions
solutions oror efforts
efforts that
are inherently
inherently
incomplete because
of the bifurcations.
incomplete
becauseofthe
bifurcations.
The
ensure that
does not
or treats
treats as
as
‘The organization
organization must
must ensure
that itit does
not pick
pick and
and choose
choose what
what itt investigates
investigates or
potentially
most circumstances
circumstances by
potentially serious.
serious. Investigations
Investigations should
should bebe handled
handled internally
internally inin most
by aa
well-trained
staff who are
a multitude of other
well-trained and
and professionalized
professionalizedstaffwho
are not
not also
also expected
expected toto handle
handle
amultitudeofother
obligations.
Moreover, who
and how
investigations are
obligations. Moreover,
who leads
leads investigations
investigations and
how those
those investigations
are led
led should
should
not differ
differ or
depend on
on volunteer/employee
differences. To
end, the
not
or depend
volunteer/employee role
role differences.
To this
this end,
the organization
organization
should look
closely at
expenditures that
go to
to hiring
should
look closely
at the
the budget
budget expenditures
that currently
currently go
hiring outside
outside investigators,
investigators,
lawyers, mediators,
facilitators, and
other individuals
lawyers,
mediators, facilitators,
and other
individuals providing
providing “investigative”
“investigative” and/or
and/or
“restorative” processes
conducted internally
or externally,
externally,
“restorative”
processes onon individual
individual matters.#
matters+ Whether
Whether conducted
internally or
investigations should
be under
direction and
control of
of aa Resolutions
investigations
should be
under the
the direction
and control
Resolutions Team.
Team.
Specifically, moving
of the
Specifically,
moving forward,
forward, aa senior
senior talent
talent official
official (usually
(usually the
the head
headof
the people
people function,
function,
such as
Officer), aa senior
official (usually
of the legal
such
as aa Chief
Chief People
People Officer),
senior legal
legal official
(usually the
the head
headofthe
legal function,
function,
such as
as the
Chief Legal
Counsel), and
such
the Chief
Legal Officer/General
Officer/General Counsel),
and one
one other
other senior,
senior, internally-facing
internally-facing role
role
Based on our review, including of investigations and conversations with those stakeholders
charged with responding, some of the Sierra Club’s under-response to those concerns brought
to its attention was attributable, at least in part, to complainants not using the “right” key words

+We flag that this is based on the organization's explicit and affemativ choices to extend the protections and
privileges afforded to employees under law to volunteers. Not al organizations, ven those with large volunteer
Involvement, make thesame choice
“Those dollars do not
seem to begenerating
be generating thesame
the same return
investment that
cultivating internal
“Thosedollars
donot semto
return onon investment
thatcultivating
internal capacity
capacity could.
could.
Both Leadership
and the
needs to
to determine
determine what
what changes
need to
to make
Both
Leadership and
the Board
Board needs
changes they
they need
make toto ensure
ensure that
tha there
there isis
consistent,
values-aligned
being provided
regarding th
the risks
consistent,values
aligned advice
advicebeing
provided regarding
risks and
and opportunities
opportunities inin culture-related
culure- related concerns.
concern.
44
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3 We flag that this is based on the organization’s explicit and affirmative choices to extend the protections and
privileges afforded to employees under law to volunteers. Not all organizations, even those with large volunteer
involvement, make the same choice.
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should make up a Resolution Team that assesses all investigations and makes determinations
on appropriate corrective actions.
Decision-making
over investigations
sit exclusively
Decision-making control
control over
investigations and
and corrective
corrective actions
actions must
must sit
exclusively with
with
the
Those inthe
in the management
management line
of the alleged
actor cannot
cannot beallowed
be allowed
the Resolution
Resolution Team.
Team. Those
line ofthe
alleged bad
badactor
to
be involved
as witnesses
appropriate; otherwise,
to be
involved beyond
beyond serving
serving as
witnesses where
where appropriate;
otherwise, inefficiencies,
inefficiencies,
inequities, and
general instability
will continue in
system. Line
managers cannotbeallowed
cannot be allowed
inequities,
and general
instability
willcontinue
in the
the system.
Linemanagers
to try ttoo “handle
“handle issues
however much
good
totry
issues themselves”
themselves” —~ however
much that
that impulse
impulse may
may have
have come
come from
from aa good
place
victim’s best
place and
and may
may have
have actually
actually been
been aa victim's
best shot
shot atat meaningful
meaningful resolution
resolution inin the
the past.
past.
Access
about complainants,
witnesses, or
details of
investigations should
should not
not
Access toto information
information about
complainants,witnesses,
or the
the details
of investigations
be provided
provided to
Leaders beyond
be
to managers
managers oror Senior
Senior Leaders
beyond the
the minimum
minimum needed
needed toto ensure
ensure sufficient
sufficient
implementation of corrective
implementationof
corrective actions.
actions.
Abdicating
control or
who are the bad
bad actors
Abdicating control
or responsibility
responsibility for
for resolutions
resolutions involving
involving volunteers
volunteers
whoarethe
actors
seems to
be inconsistent
the treatment of their
seems
tobe
inconsistent with
with mandates
mandates imposed
imposed onon employers
employers regarding
regarding
thetreatmentof
their
employees
and is grossly inconsistent
inconsistent with
articulated values
the organization.
organization. Wherever
employees andisgrossly
with the
the articulated
values ofofthe
Wherever
possible
and to
the greatest
Resolution Team
Team should
be empowered
empowered
possible and
to the
greatest extent
extent allowed
allowed byby law,
law, the
the Resolution
shouldbe
to
determine the
corrective actions
actions or
or interventions
interventions for
volunteers, just
as for
to determine
the appropriate
appropriate corrective
for volunteers,
just as
for
employees.
To the
extent that
employees. To
the extent
that the
the organization
organization determines
determines itit isis legally-required
legally required (or
(or
pragmatically necessary
the Board
pragmatically
necessary atat this
this moment
moment inin itsits history)
history) toto have
have aa panel
panelofof the
Board continue
continue toto
weigh
of the
the kinds
of corrective
weigh inin onon volunteer
volunteer accountability
accountability matters,
matters, the
the scope
scopeof
kinds of
corrective actions
actions onon
which
should be
revocation of
which the
the Board
Board Panel
Panel oversees
oversees should
be defined
defined narrowly
narrowly (e.g.
(e.g. only
only revocation
of
membership
on the
of leadership
other benefits thatmightgo
that might go beyond
beyond basic
membership but
but not
not on
the privileges
privilegesof
leadership oror otherbenefits
basic
membership)
should be
to structure
system where
membership) and
and every
every effort
effort should
be made
made to
structure aa system
where the
the Board
Board Panel
Panel isis
able and
rely upon
and defer
defer to
to the
oversight and
and expertise
the Resolutions
able
and willing
willing toto rely
upon and
theoversight
expertise ofofthe
Resolutions Team.>
Team.»
As
the organization
issues, it
it must
in mind
the scale
of the
As the
organization addresses
addresses these
these issues,
must keep
keep in
mind that
that the
scale of
the
organization
legal obligations
are not
organization and
and itsits formal
formal legal
obligations are
not insignificant.
insignificant.
Finally, the
Team and
should take
Finally,
the Resolution
Resolution Team
and the
the people
people function
function should
take responsibility
responsibility for
for overseeing
overseeing
the
of corrective actions
actions too ensure
happen in
systematic
the implementation
implementationofcorrective
ensure that
that they
they happen
happen and
and happen
inaa systematic
and purposeful
sourcing of
and
purposeful way;
way; implementation
implementation ofof corrective
corrective actions
actions and
and the
the sourcing
of resources
resources for
for
those
cannot be
left to
those
those corrective
corrective actions
actions cannot
be left
to line
line management,
management, regardless
regardless ofof whether
whether those
managers are
are employees
employees or
‘managers
or volunteers.
volunteers.
should make up a Resolution Team that assesses all investigations and makes determinations
on appropriate corrective actions.

+A model akin tothe relationship
ofanappellate court
toadistrict courtmight
beuseful, particularly tothe extent
that the appellate court does not conduct ts own investigation or review ofthe facts but instead concerns itself
withverifying that an agreed-upon process
wasfollowed, that the Resolution Team made its decisions consistent
with how it has approached matters
in the pastor intends to approach matters in the future, and that there i no
credible reason to worry about personal interest or vendeta
on th part ofthe investigation or Resolution Tea.
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5 A model akin to the relationship of an appellate court to a district court might be useful, particularly to the extent
that the appellate court does not conduct its own investigation or review of the facts but instead concerns itself
with verifying that an agreed-upon process was followed, that the Resolution Team made its decisions consistent
with how it has approached matters in the past or intends to approach matters in the future, and that there is no
credible reason to worry about personal interest or vendetta on the part of the investigation or Resolution Team.
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\ Update, clarify,i and strengthen values-aligned
i
i
policies and practices.
The
immediately amend
The Sierra
Sierra Club
Club should
should immediately
amend itsits policies
policies around
around inappropriate
inappropriate behavior,
behavior,
harassment, and
discrimination and
and procedures
govern how
harassment,
and discrimination
and the
the policies
policies and
procedures that
that will
will govern
how the
the
organization
to problems
when they
processes that
are
organization responds
responds to
problems when
they arise.
arise. Rather
Rather than
than providing
providing processes
that are
arduous, complicated,
and unlikely
resources or
support or
arduous,
complicated, and
unlikely toto generate
generate resources
or support
or solutions,
solutions, the
the Sierra
Sierra
Club needs
its stakeholders
Club
needs toto take
take the
the steps
steps necessary
necessary toto earn
earn back
back the
the trust
trust ofof its
stakeholders through
through
meaningful and
and carefully-articulated
carefully-articulated policies
procedures, where
where expectations
expectations are
clear and
and
meaningful
policies and
and procedures,
are clear
timelines and
The Sierra
Sierra Club
making artificial
timelines
and benchmarks
benchmarks are
are provided.
provided. The
Club must
must stop
stop making
artificial
distinctions
“informal” reporting
otherwise imposing
distinctions between
between “formal”
“formal” and
and “informal”
reporting oror otherwise
imposing formal
formal
requirements
investigate and
and
requirements that
that complainants
complainants must
must meet
meet before
before the
the organization
organization engages
engages toto investigate
address
reason to
engaging with
address concerns.
concerns.®¢ Stakeholders
Stakeholders must
must bebe given
given aa reason
to believe
believe that
that engaging
with the
the
organization
neither “risky”
“risky” nor
“pointless.”
organization isisneither
nor “pointless.”
Clear criteria
criteria and
for whether, when,
Clear
and definitions
definitions must
must bebe set
setforwhether,
when, and
and how
how processes
processes like
like mediations
mediations
and
restorative processes
and they
or supplant
actual
and restorative
processes are
are used,
used, and
they must
must never
never precede
precede or
supplant actual
investigations.
timelines, and
and templates
established to
to govern
all
investigations. Protocols,
Protocols, timelines,
templates should
should bebe established
govern all
investigations.
reporting channels
should be
established and
investigations. Anonymous
Anonymous reporting
channels should
be established
and fully
fully rolled
rolled out
out toto
staff
Confidentiality for
for the
staff and
and volunteers.”
volunteers. Confidentiality
the victims,
victims, witnesses,
witnesses, and
and alleged
alleged bad
bad actors
actors inin
investigations
be provided
investigations must
must be
provided inin practice,
practice, not
not just
just inin word.
word.
Robust
should be
experiences where
where
Robust anti-retaliation
anti-retaliation measures
measures should
be instilled.
instilled. We
We heard
heard multiple
multiple experiences
bad
themselves or
or those
actors actively
actively took
steps
bad actors
actors themselves
those who
who “supported”
“supported” oror “sided
“sided with”
with” bad
bad actors
took steps
to
or otherwise
otherwise assisted
bringing concerns
concerns about
conduct
to punish
punish those
those who
who complained
complainedor
assisted ininbringing
about their
their conduct
to
the fore.
the organization’s
approach to
includes taking
tothe
fore. Reforming
Reforming the
organization's approach
to preventing
preventing retaliation
retaliation includes
taking the
the
necessary
steps to
speaking up
and speaking
speaking out,
to train
necessary steps
to incentivize
incentivize and
and encourage
encourage speaking
up and
out, fo
train
management
on what
what can
and to
staff sufficient EVR
personnel
management and
andstaff
staffon
can constitute
constitute retaliation,
retaliation, and
to staffsufficient
EVRpersonnel
to
checks after
investigations have
concluded — during
to dodo affirmative
affirmative anti-retaliation
anti-retaliation checks
after investigations
have concluded
during which
which
there
should also be affirmative checksthat
checks that the
has not
there can
can and
and shouldalsobeaffirmative
the problematic
problematic behavior
behavior has
not resumed.
resumed.
3.

© We were apprised of multiple situations where individuals had sought out help from the various EVR like
departments and then were 16d they needed to do more “formally” before the organization would treat it a5 3
‘matter meritng response. For many. thisfelt intimidating and overwhelming
and led them tobackdown or away.
In mulple instances, they knew themselves or were old by the Sierra Cub that others had alo voiced concerns
buthad also not made it formal,
sotheorganizationwas waiting
1 ac.
7We
include volunteers
made a determination that
culture protections
*We include
volunteers because
because the
the organization
organization has
has madeadetermination
that itit wants
wants itstsculture
protections toto
govern volunteers.
govern
volunteers.
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¢ We were apprised of multiple situations where individuals had sought out help from the various EVR-like
departments and then were told they needed to do more “formally” before the organization would treat it as a
matter meriting response. For many, this felt intimidating and overwhelming and led them to back down or away.
In multiple instances, they knew themselves or were told by the Sierra Club that others had also voiced concerns
but had also not made it “formal,” so the organization was waiting to act.
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+ Commi
ef
Commit to holding individuals accountable.
Actual
accountability in
of real
consequences must
be that
Actual accountability
in the
the form
form of
real consequences
must bebe instituted;
instituted; itit may
may be
that “no
“no
one
or be
be the
guy” but
explicitly and
one wants
wants toto make
make hard
hard decisions
decisions or
the bad
bad guy”
but that
that isis explicitly
and implicitly
implicitly what
what
isis required
particularly for
of this
size. Interventions
and
required ofof Leadership,
Leadership, particularly
for anan organization
organization of
this size.
Interventions and
corrective
the victim
opportunities or
corrective actions
actions should
should not
not burden
burden the
victim oror hinder
hinder their
their opportunities
or career;
career; nono
longer
“solutions” be
be ones
ones that
depend on
longer can
can “solutions”
that depend
on “moving
“moving [the
[the person
person who
who raised
raised aa concern]
concern] toto aa
different
or project.
project. If
an individual
different manager,”
manager,” team,
team, or
Ifan
individual engages
engages inin problematic-enough
problematic-enough behavior
behavior
that
lives or
or careers
careers need
to be
actor and
and not
not the
the victims
victims or
who
that lives
need to
be reshaped,
reshaped, itit isis the
the bad
badactor
or witnesses
witnesses who
should
any such
such disruption.
should experience
experience any
disruption.
There
was a pervasive sense that
and volunteer)
‘There
wasapervasivesense
that Management
Management (staff
(staffand
volunteer) and
and Leadership
Leadership (at(at national
national
and
or dictate
dictate outcomes
based on
on the
of those
and onon the
the Board)
Board) regularly
regularly alter
alter or
outcomes based
the identity
identityof
those involved:
involved:
that
and favor
leaders insulated
insulated individuals
from consequence.’
that having
having access
access toto and
favor from
from key
key leaders
individuals from
consequence.
“Tenure,”
all
“Tenure,” “prior
“prior performance,”
performance,” “being
“being well-liked”
well-liked” and
and “having
“having aa big
big reputation”
reputation” were
were all
reasons
individuals seemed
seemed to
to regularly
evade consequence.
reasons offered
offered for
for why
why some
some individuals
regularly evade
consequence. Feedback
Feedback
indicated
that even
well-known misdeeds
certain individuals
have both
and
indicated that
even well-known
misdeeds ofof certain
individuals have
both historically
historically and
currently
been overlooked,
currently been
overlooked, minimized,
minimized, oror tolerated
tolerated because
because ofof their
their contributions
contributions toto the
the
organization
or the
the movement.
toleration took
organization or
movement. Reports
Reports indicate
indicate that
that this
this minimization
minimization and
and toleration
took
many
allowing bad
bad actors
actors to
the organization
organization in
other
many forms,
forms, including
including allowing
to remain
remain in/with
in/with the
in other
Ppositions,
continue involvement
the organization
different capacities,
positions, toto continue
involvement with
with the
organization inin different
capacities, oror toto message
message
their
and externally
as being
being voluntary
amicable so
so as
as to
their exit
exit internally
internally and
externally as
voluntary and
and amicable
to facilitate
facilitate their
their
ongoing
success inin the
movement.
ongoing success
the movement.
ItItis
is important
remember that
important toto remember
that failing
failing toto deal
deal with
with bad
bad actors
actors with
with sufficient
sufficient intervention
intervention can
can
have
the organization
have long-standing
long-standing implications
implications for
for the
organization and
and itsits staff.
staff. Failure
Failure toto meaningfully
meaningfully
address
ends up
tremendous
address bad
bad behavior
behavior and
and instead
instead rely
rely onon “work-arounds”
“work-arounds” ends
up costing
costing aa tremendous
amount
of time
and energy
result in
organization’s health,
amount of
time and
energy and
and can
can result
in significant
significant costs
costs toto the
the organization's
health,
effectiveness,
effectiveness, and
and reputation.
reputation.
Moreover,
actors were
relocated or
or influence
Moreover, when
when bad
bad actors
were relocated
or otherwise
otherwise were
were allowed
allowed toto dictate
dictate or
influence
the
an investigation
the nature
nature ofof an
investigation oror the
the terms
terms ofof their
their consequences
consequences (including
(including allowing
allowing
problematic
individuals to
to “leave
them to
face”),® those
problematic individuals
“leave inin aa way
way that
that allows
allows them
to save
save face”)
those individuals
individuals
who
reasonable conclusion
conclusion that
counted the
who had
had reported
reported them
them drew
drew the
the reasonable
that Senior
Senior Leadership
Leadership counted
the
complainants
fundamentally less
of protection than
complainants asas less
less valuable,
valuable, less
less important,
important, and
and fundamentally
less worthy
worthyofprotection
than
the
who behaved
indicates that
the bad
bad actors
actors who
behaved inappropriately.
inappropriately. AtAt the
the same
same time,
time, feedback
feedback indicates
that
predominantly
older men
more likely
likely to
excused for
predominantly white
white older
men (and
(and sometimes
sometimes women)
women) were
were more
to bebe excused
for
their
or otherwise given
their bad
bad behaviors
behaviors
orotherwise
given multiple
multiple chances
chances toto “change”
“change” oror “improve”
“improve” —- particularly
particularly
when
behavior was
women, women
women of
of color,
when that
that bad
badbehavior
was directed
directed against
against predominantly
predominantly younger
youngerwomen,
color,
queer
and other
queer people,
people, and
other societally-marginalized
societally-marginalized groups.
groups.
4.

®*The
The result
disempowered EVR/investigative
function, and
EVR’s
result isis aa disempowered
EVRinvestigative function,
and iti isis neither
neither fair
fair nor
nor logical
logical toto judge
judge EVR's

efectivencss or professionalism based on outcomes and processes ver which they may havehadlimited contol.
‘As noted above, there is awidely-shared sense that EVR has lle
0no power
indetermining outcomes.
9*Reportsindicate
Reports indicate that
both directly
directly and
allies of individuals accused
accused
that influencing
influencing happened
happenedboth
and through
through advocates
advocates and
and alliesofindividuals
ofofbad
bad behavior.
behavior.
effectiveness or professionalism based on outcomes and processes over which they may have had limited control.
As noted above, there is a widely-shared sense that EVR has little to no power in determining outcomes.
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and of
problematic, but
are
This is,is, inin and
of itself,
itself, problematic,
but itit isis also
also important
important toto remember
remember that
that there
there are
consequences
other employees
and volunteers
when an
organization chooses
consequences for
for other
employees and
volunicers when
an organization
chooses toto prioritize
prioritize
and
placate bad
When an
an organization
organization isis too
too reluctant
reluctant to
and placate
bad actors.
actors. When
to impose
impose meaningful
meaningful
accountability,
expose other
and volunteers
accountability, itit isis making
making the
the choice
choice toto expose
other employees
employees and
volunteers toto the
the risk
risk (or
(or
likelihood)
they too
will have
have their
their own
experiences and
and opportunities
marred, sometimes
likelihood) that
that they
toowill
ownexperiences
opportunities marred,
sometimes
severely.
severely.
This
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TiDevelop and .implement a robust internal
"
5
tracking and
In
addition to
centralizing and
and empowering
empowering of
of aa people
In addition
to the
the centralizing
people
function
discussed above,
function discussed
above, meaningful
meaningful internal
internal tracking
tracking
mechanisms
be put
place, including
for those
those matters
‘mechanisms must
mustbe
put into
into place,
including for
matters
that
result in
interventions or
corrective
that dodo not
notresult
in serious
serious esenions.
or cometive
measures.”® Careful
corrective actions
and
measures
Careful records
records regarding
regarding corrective
actions an
interventions must
also be
and
interventions
must also
be kept
kept inin aa centralized
centralized fashion
fashion and
reviewed periodically
periodically to
to ensure
consistency and
and to
to check
check
reviewed
ensure consistency
against unconscious
biases. The
Sierra Club
able to
to
should bebe able
Club should
The Sierra
unconscious biases.
against
be confident that
that grounding
grounding decisions
decisions on
on corrective
corrective actions
actions in
in aa
beconfident
5.

a

monitoring

system.

The Sierra Club
should
be stint
able to
dette
The Sierra Club

be confident that a
ba“commitment
coafdint ists
to

‘commitment to
learning and
learning
and
growth” does
does not
not
growth”

te
ta
Krone
privilege and organizational power while disproportionatcly [ll 2Uren those with
Drie hone he en social priate ans [ll the least societal
“commitment
to
learning
and
growth”
does
not
disproportionately advantage those with the most societal
privilege and organizational power while disproportionately
burdening those with the least societal privilege and

disproportionately
burden those with
.
the least societal

organizational power.
power.
privilege and
organizational
privilege
and
organizational
organizational
These systems
systems should
These
should also
also ensure
ensure that
that individuals
individuals who
who have
have
omer
power.
previously been
been identified
engaging in
persistent bad
previously
identified asas engaging
in persistent
bad
behavior are
positions
behavior
are not
not subsequently
subsequently placed
placed into
into leadership
leadership positions
(volunteer or
or staf}
staff) or
or hired
(volunteer
hired into
into permanent
permanent positions
positions unless
unless and
and
until the
the organization
organization has
satisfied itself
have been
until
has satisfied
itself that
that those
those behaviors
behaviors have
been thoroughly
thoroughly addressed
addressed
and vill
will not
and
not resurface.
resurface.
Further, the
function should
Senior Leadership
Further,
the people
people function
should bebe prepared
prepared toto report
report upup toto Senior
Leadership about
about key
key
metrics around
the receipt
and handling
of concerns
concerns and
complaints. Such
Such reporting
metrics
around the
receipt and
handling of
and complaints.
reporting should
should
happen ona
on a regular
basis and
happen
regular basis
and metrics
metrics provided
provided might
might include:
include:
-= Number
Number ofcomplaintsreceived
of complaints received
Number ofopen/unresolved
of open/unresolved matters
Number
matters
-~ Length
from complaint
complaint to
contact from
Lengthofof time
time from
to first
first contact
from the
the people
people function
function
-~ Average
length ofinvestigation/resolution
of investigation/resolution
Average length
-© Ratesofserious/severe
Rates of serious/severe correctiveactionsassigned
corrective actions assigned
- Number
Number of
of matters
where external
external assistance
assistance was
sought
matters where
was sought
-~ Number
Number of
where the
the organization
organization met
affirmative retaliation/no
retaliation/no
of matters
matters where
met itsits affirmative
reoccurrence checks
checks
reoccurrence
By
can ensure
ensure that
sufficient attention
and
By receiving
receiving this
this information,
information, Senior
Senior Leadership
Leadership can
that sufficient
attention and
progress is being
progress
being made
made and
and then
then maintained.
maintained.

©© The number ofofameerma
concerns weawere
were told
being handled
by the various
no way captured by
remeber
ak arease being
handled
bytoe
vaious EVR
EVR functions
Sonos fyis in narweycgtoradoy
the
current tracking
system. As
many of
the
stakeholders who
are
tasked with
addressing
culture issues
he
cutent
racking
system.
As
many
of
th
stakeholders
who.
are
tasked
with
addressing
ulnre
sven
acknowledged, much
not reflected
existing systems.
ackntedgod
mach is nos
elected in thehe esi
ste
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4
Butes
slnil ssdeousa issn.aug
Currently,
there are
are widely
and understandings
Currently, there
widely divergent
divergent reports
reports and
understandings regarding
regarding what
what participants
participants
(and
implementing policies)
policies) understood
understood the
how
were, how
policies were,
applicable policies
the applicable
with implementing
charged with
those charged
(and those
those
policies applied
or shaped
shaped investigations,
and how
decisions were
were made
made regarding
those policies
applied toto or
investigations, and
how decisions
regarding
findings
policies and
per the
of limited
findings and
and next
next steps.
steps. Updating
Updating the
the policies
and procedures
proceduresper
the above
above will
will bebeoflimited
value
and comprehensive
comprehensive communication
communication and
value ifif there
there isis not
not aa robust
robust and
and training
training effort
effort toto
accompany
This is
is especially
especially true
because here,
organization is
is seeking
to undo
undo the
accompany it.it. This
true because
here, the
the organization
seeking to
the
prevailing
omits EVR
prevailing institutional
institutional wisdom
wisdom that
that omits
EVR asas aa primary
primary source
source ofof help,
help, where
where itit isis far
far
preferable
to ignore
ignore problems,
solutions, or
or go
go directly
the union
union for
preferable to
problems, devise
devise one’s
one's own
own solutions,
directly toto the
for
assistance."
To reset
to a safer and
and more
Sierra Club
Club isis going
assistance.” To
reset these
these habits
habitstoasafer
more productive
productive model,
model, the
the Sierra
going
to
(a) understand
what policies
policies and
reports and
and
to need
need toto ensure
ensure staff
staff (a)
understand what
and procedures
procedures apply
apply toto reports
investigations,
and protocols
protocols being
investigations, (b)(b) experience
experience these
these procedures
procedures
and
being implemented
implemented consistently,
consistently,
and
will be
assigned fairly.
Training and
and clear
communication isis
and (c)(c) can
can trust
trust that
that resolutions
resolutions will
be assigned
fairly. Training
clear communication
necessary
to accomplish
goals.
necessary to
accomplish all
allofof these
these goals.
Individuals
and with
Individuals tasked
tasked with
with conducting
conducting investigations
investigations and
with deciding
deciding resolutions
resolutions must
must bebe
trained
policies, protocols,
(whether staff
trained onon the
the new
new policies,
protocols, and
and procedures.
procedures. Management
Management (whether
staff oror
volunteers)
regarding culture
Volunteers) must
must bebe trained
rained regarding
regarding their
their responsibilities
responsibilities regarding
culture concerns
concerns under
under
the
the Sierra
Club collective
the revamped
the law,
law, under
under the
Sierra Club
collective bargaining
bargaining agreements,
agreements, and
and under
under the
revamped
policies
Staff must
be trained
and options
policies and
and procedures.
procedures. Staff
must be
trained regarding
regarding their
their rights
rights and
options under
under the
the
policies.
would be
wise to
on the
obligations and
and liabilities
that
policies. The
The Board
Board would
be wise
to bebe trained
trained on
the obligations
liabilities that
accompany
as here,
Board exercises
degree
accompany Board
Board service
service —- particularly
particularly where,
where, as
here, the
the Board
exercises such
such aa high
high degree
of
involvement in
of the
the nature
relationship
of control
control and
and involvement
in culture
culture matters.
matters. And,
And, inin light
light of
nature ofof the
the relationship
between
Sierra Club
Club should
should consider
the most
most
between volunteers
volunteers and
and staff,
staff, the
the Sierra
consider what
what method
method make
make the
sense
to communicate
the options
complaints and
seeking the
sense to
communicate the
options volunteers
volunteers have
have for
for raising
raising complaints
and seeking
the
protection
of the organization.
organization.
protectionofthe
Sufficiently communicate out and
accountability and culture.

train all stakeholders on the changes around

We heard multiple reports that the unions have attempted to take on traditional EVR roles, including rying to
coordinate and conduct investigations an todetermine whether and when
to tryand engage leadership. See the
Section on “Reset the organizational relationship
withtheunions beginning page 18 for more information.

' We heard multiple reports that the unions have attempted to take on traditional EVR roles, including trying to
coordinate and conduct investigations and to determine whether and when to try and engage leadership. See the
section on “Reset the organizational relationship with the unions” beginning page 18 for more information.
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*
Professionalize
M.
% Professionalize Management
7.7. Evaluate
authority and
and reporting
structured and
Evaluate how
how lines
linesofof authority
reporting are
are struetured
and make
make changes
changes
where necessary — particularly around delegations of authority to volunteers.

The Sierra Club must recognize and engage with the ways in which reporting structures have
significant implications for whether and to what degree the organization is going to be able to
live its values. Many organizations find afer periods of rapid growth that, in their rush to
accommodate that growth, they have not attended to decisions about how to build management
and leadership structures with sufficient care; the Sierra Club is not alone in this respect. The
solution is twofold, organization seeking to remedy this problem must: 1) assess,
withacareful
eye
considerations of
of how
how to
professionalize their
their management
structures, whether
eye toto considerations
to best
best professionalize
management structures,
whether
there
are some
some reporting
lines that
need to
where
there are
reporting lines
that need
to bebe remodeled
remodeled and
and then
then make
make changes
changes where
necessary,
training where
but the
necessary, and
and (2)(2) provide
provide robust
robust training
where the
the existing
existing model
model isis fine
fine but
the people
people inin itit
need
development.
need further
further development.
All
should be
organizational chart
and lines
of authority
authority
All stakeholders
stakeholders should
be able
able toto trust
trust that
that the
the organizational
chart and
lines of
reflect
and reasoned
reasoned decisions
about institutional
and the
reflect legitimate
legitimate and
decisions made
made about
institutional priorities
priorities and
the best
best ways
ways
to
achieve those
priorities and
and that
that those
or decision-making
decision-making positions
to achieve
those priorities
those inin management
management or
positions
understand
and will
accountable for
for how
will execute
those responsibilities.
responsibilities. With
understand and
will bebe held
held accountable
how they
they will
executethose
With
respect
management structures
level, the
Club should
should assess
respect toto the
the management
structures inin place
place atat the
the staff
staff level,
the Sierra
Sierra Club
assess
the
role — including
and
the organizational
organizational need
need from
from each
each managerial/leadership
managerial/leadership
role~
including managerial
managerial skill
skill and
understanding/alignment
transformation underway
and then
steps to
understanding/alignment toto the
the cultural
cultural transformation
underway —— and
then take
take steps
to
either
right people
or train up
ther place
place the
the right
people ortrain
up the
the people
people inin those
those roles.
roles.
The Sierra Club must recognize and engage with the ways in which reporting structures have
significant implications for whether and to what degree the organization is going to be able to
live its values. Many organizations find after periods of rapid growth that, in their rush to
accommodate that growth, they have not attended to decisions about how to build management
and leadership structures with sufficient care; the Sierra Club is not alone in this respect. The
solution is two-fold, organization seeking to remedy this problem must: (1) assess, with a careful

_

lis our strong
recommendation
recommendation
that the
the
that
It is our strong

organization no
organization
no
longer delegate
managerial

longer delegate
managerial
responsibility
responsibility toto

aliear.

volunteers.

In contrast with those managerial structures that are formally
staff,
difficult to
see a reliable manner
with
staf, ititis isdifficult
0 seeareliable
manner toto achieve
achieve this
this with
delegated managerial
being delegated
Volunteer
Volunteer Leaders
Leaders being
managerial authority.
authority. ItIt
isis our
our strong
organization no
strong recommendation
recommendation that
that the
the organization
no
longer
delegate that
that responsibility
all
longer delegate
responsibility toto volunteers;
volunteers; all
employees
be managed
managed by
and subject
to the
employees should
should be
by and
subject to
the
oversight
of individuals
also under
organization’s clear
clear
oversight of
individuals also
under the
the organization's
control
and direction as
controlanddirection
as employees.
we
employees. There
There is
is nootherway
no other way we
can
see and
other model
that
aware” that
are aware™
which wewe are
modelofof which
and nono other
can see
would
allow the
the organization
organization to
be certain
of its
ability to
would allow
to be
certain of
ts ability
to
comply
the vast
ability to
cork with
ion
ve network
etontk SEIof EEO laws
brentor ofof its mae
to
live
around diversity,
equity, and
and inclusion.
live itsts values
values around
diversity, equity,
inclusion.

In contrast with those managerial structures that are formally

Although thre are many “volunteer led” organizations in the country, we are unaware ofany that incorporate
or defer to volunteers ta the degre tha the Serra Clb docs. We are unawareof any organization that has
delegated management suthoriy to volunteers. We are unaware of any organization that has embedded
“eoluntet leaders fo ac a fanchonal
co vectors
of campaigns snd projects exert mflucnce and control ver
staffin the
ways that Sirsa
Sierra Clb
Club cursenly
currently does.
we work and
and have
closely with
a range of
tal
thewaysthat
doe. For
For reference,
reference,
wework
have worked
worked closely
with asangeof
large organizations
chapter models;
while they
do meaningfully
large
organizations that
that have
have membership
membership and/or
and/or chapter
models; while
they do
meaningfully incorporate
incorporate
volunteers
decisions around
strategic direction,
volunteers are
are not
not empowered
empowered to
exercise
volunteers into
into decisions
around priorities
priorities and
and strategic
direction, volunteers
to exercise
control on
on the
the execution
execution orday
or day-to-day
those organizations.
organizations.
control
10-day operations
operations
ofof those
2 Although there are many “volunteer-led” organizations in the country, we are unaware of any that incorporate
or defer to volunteers to the degree that the Sierra Club does. We are unaware of any organization that has
delegated management authority to volunteers. We are unaware of any organization that has embedded
“volunteer leaders” to act as functional co-directors of campaigns and projects to exert influence and control over
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”
dh
dl
pa ppaeniass
pu
workplace.
ItIt became
clear that
various misperceptions
sex-based harassment
harassment and
and sexual
became clear
that various
misperceptions about
about how
how sex-based
sexual
assault play
around the
some of the Sierra
assault
play out
out inin and
and around
the workplace
workplace contribute
contribute toto someofthe
Sierra Club’s
Clubs problems.
problems.
Three
out: (1)
(1) that
discrimination will
Three misperceptions
misperceptions stood
stood out:
that sex-based
sex based harassment
harassment and
and discrimination
will bebe easily
easily
distinguishable
from “personality
or other
distinguishable from
“personality conflicts”
conflicts” or
other lesser
lesser concerns;
concerns; (2)2) that
that honest
honest victims
victims ofof
harassment and
share what
them when
“given
harassment
and assault
assault will
will bebe willing
willing oror eager
eager toto share
what happened
happened toto them
when “given
the
and (3)
(3) that
around sexor gender-based
gender-based mistreatment
the chance;”
chance:” and
that processes
processes and
and efforts
efforts around
sex- or
mistreatment can
can
be
separated from
from processes
around other
mistreatment.
be separated
processes around
other identity-based
identity-based mistreatment.
One
of the
was generally
culture at
at the
the Sierra
Oneof
the most
most prevalent
prevalent themes
themes we
we heard
heard was
was that
that there
there was
generally aa culture
Sierra
Club
or failed
those managers
and leaders
Club that
that tolerated,
tolerated, excused,
excused, or
failed toto correct
correct those
managers and
leaders who
who regularly
regularly
displayed
yelling, berating,
demonstrating
displayed anger
anger and
and aggression
aggression —~ yelling,
berating, shaming,
shaming, and
and otherwise
otherwise demonstrating
unprofessional
and abusive
clear that
of these
unprofessional and
abusive behavior
behavior inin the
the workplace.
workplace. ItIt became
became clear
that many
manyofthese
individuals were
were well-known
for engaging
engaging in
that nothing
done to
individuals
well-known for
in this
this behavior
behavior and
and that
nothing was
was done
to
meaningfully curb
curb the
behavior. When
conduct like
allowed to
meaningfully
the behavior.
When conduct
like this
this isis allowed
to persist,
persist, the
the organization
organization
sends aa message
about what
sorts of
of abuses
expects its
as
sends
message about
what sorts
abuses itit expects
its employees
employees and
and volunteers
volunteers toto suffer
suffer as
aa part
part ofof working
working with
with the
the organization.
organization. That,
That, alone,
alone, creates
creates the
the environment
environment where
where itit isis less
less
likely
seek out
as isis regularly
likely that
that victims
victims will
will seek
out help
help through
through reporting
reporting structures.
structures. InIn addition,
addition, as
regularly
true
organizations as
well, we
we learned
that at
of these
true inin other
other organizations
aswell,
learned that
at least
least some
someof
these individuals
individuals tended
tended toto
direct
rage or
or aggression
people of
members of
of the
direct their
their rage
aggression more
more heavily
heavily toward
toward women,
women, people
of color,
color, members
the
LGBTQ
community, or
or intersections
of those
LGBTQ community,
intersectionsof
those identities.
identities.
The
identify without
or the
‘The reality
reality isis that
that itit isis rarely
rarely easy
easy toto identify
without anan investigation
investigation the
the nature
nature or
the severity
severity
of
What may
“just poor
of the
the problem
problem atat hand.
hand. What
may bebe assessed
assessed toto bebe “personality
“personality conflicts”
conflicts” oror “just
poor
manager
by those
managers and
become aware
aware of
‘manager behavior”
behavior” by
those managers
and leaders
leaders who
who become
of the
the problem
problem can,
can, inin
actuality,
visible indiciaof
indicia of identity-based
or discrimination.
actuality, bebe just
just the
the most
most visible
dentity-based harassment,
harassment, abuse
abuse ordiscrimination.
In
of the perceived
of bad
often
In addition,
addition, because
becauseofthe
perceived oror actual
actual power
power and
and influence
influence of
bad actors,
actors, victims
victims often
choose
appear to
or accept conduct
choose not
not toto complain
complain and
and publicly
publicly can
can appear
to tolerate
tolerateoraccept
conduct that
that isis personally
personally
and
devastating.
Thus, tolerance
be
and privately
privately devastating.
Thus,
tolerance shown
shown for
for behavior
behavior that
that isis believed
believed toto be
unprofessional
works to
to make
make itit less
unprofessional oror undesirable
undesirable but
but not
not necessarily
necessarily illegal
illegal only
only works
less likely
likely that
that
victims
or acquiescence
acquiescence should
be taken
taken to
as indicative
victims speak
speak up,
up, and
and their
their silence
silence or
should not
not be
to as
indicative ofof the
the
severity
severity ofof the
the situation.
situation.
Moreover,
of the possible
for those
report harassment
assault,
Moreover, because
becauseofthe
possible repercussions
repercussionsfor
those who
who report
harassment and
and assault,
victims/survivors
are often
reluctant to
come forward;
do, itt isis not
victims/survivors are
often reluctant
to come
forward; when
when they
they do,
not uncommon
uncommon for
for
them
share the
them tot0 share
the less
less intimate
intimate and
and painful
painful details
details first.
first. This
This can
can bebe toto measure
measure the
the response
response
for
risk/benefit — to
change will
from their
for risk/benefit
to see
see whether
whether meaningful
meaningful change
will come
come from
their seeking
seeking help
help and
and what
what
penalties
they will
for seeking
seeking that
as here,
penalties they
will pay
pay for
that help.
help. Where,
Where, as
here, there
there are
are perceptions
perceptions that
that
“nothing
happen; nothing
would change”
change” and
that anyone
subjected to
“nothing will
will happen;
nothing would
and that
anyone reporting
reporting could
could bebe subjected
to
censure,
of the problem
especially initially.
censure, ititisis less
less likely
likely for
for the
the full
full scope
scope ofthe
problem toto become
become apparent,
apparent, especially
initially.
‘We
heard numerous
stories where
did attempt
attempt to
seek help
We heard
numerous stories
where people
people did
to flag
flag concerns
concerns oror seek
help but
but found
found
that
Club failed
so gave
gave up
that the
the Sierra
Sierra Club
failed toto respond
respond oror toto respond
respond with
with any
any urgency
urgency and
and so
up before
before
sharing
sharing more/everything.
more/everything.
8.

Educate Management and Leadership
about the realities of how inappropriate
behavior, identity-based mistreatment, harassment and abuse manifest in the
workplace.
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To bring this point into clear view, inthis Reconciliation Process, someofthe earliest narratives
shared seemed to be routine. Had we closed discussions there, the assessmentof the scope and
scaleofthe situation could not have been more inaccurate. Here, as is so often true, the most
upsetting narratives
narratives were
not shared
shared until
upsetting
were not
until the
the eleventh
eleventh hour.
hour.
ItItis
is vital
(including any
vital that
that allall managers
managers and
and leaders
leaders (including
any volunteer
volunteer leaders)
leaders)
bebe trained
trained regularly
regularly toto
understand
“lesser concerns”
“mismanagement” or
understand the
the links
links between
between “lesser
concerns” around
around “mismanagement”
or “bullying”
“bullying” oror
“yelling” and
and the
the creationofan
creation of an environment
than one
“yelling”
environment that
that fosters
fosters abuse.
abuse. InIn more
more than
one situation,
situation, wewe
heard
about
heard accounts
accounts that
that verified
verified bad
bad behavior
behavior —— atat least
least atat lower
lower levels
levels —— was
was widely
widely known
known about
individuals
was widely
discussed. In
individuals who
who perpetrated
perpetrated much
much more
more serious
serious harm
harm than
than was
widely discussed.
In two
two ofof
these
situations, the
more serious
serious harm
of assault. ItIt isis possible
these situations,
the more
harm included
included multiple
multiple instances
instancesofassault.
possible
that
of the
the managers
Sierra Club
Club who
of the “general
“general bad
not
that most
most of
managers atat the
the Sierra
who knew
knewofthe
bad behavior”
behavior” did
did not
have
the scopeof
scope of these
conduct. But
But therein
have any
any direct
direct knowledge
knowledgeofof the
these bad
bad actors’
actors’ conduct.
therein lies
lies the
the
problem with tolerating
a standard is
is set
both the
the abuser
and the
abused
problemwith
tolerating “minor”
“minor” violations;
violations;
astandard
set for
for both
abuser and
the abused
that
and that
acts are
that complaining
complaining isn’t
isn't worthwhile
worthwhile and
that the
the individuals
individuals perpetrating
perpetrating the
the bad
bad acts
are right
right
to
entitlement and
to proceed
proceed with
with entitlement
and impunity.
impunity.
All
and leaders
trained about
expect about
about
All managers
managers and
leaders must
must bebe trained
about what
what isis and
and isis not
not reasonable
reasonable toto expect
how
are made
sexual assault,
(whether tied
how reports
reports are
made regarding
regarding sexual
assault, harassment
harassment (whether
tied toto gender,
gender, race,
race, oror
other
or inappropriate
other identity-based
identity-based characteristics)
characteristics) and
and other
other discriminatory
discriminatory or
inappropriate behaviors.
behaviors.
Managers
and responsibilities
Managers must
must bebe trained
trained toto understand
understand their
their roles
roles and
responsibilities when
when they
they have
have team
team
members
situations —~ something
something that
we interacted
interacted with
members inin these
these situations
that nearly
nearly every
every manager
manager we
with
indicated
did not
or understand,
even after asking, in
circumstances, for
indicated they
theydid
not know
knowor
understand,
evenafterasking,
in some
some circumstances,
for clarity
clarity
or guidance
guidance from
from Sierra
Club’s EVR.
These trainings
what the
and
or
Sierra Club's
EVR. These
trainings should
should explore
explore what
the organization
organization and
the
act as
of Sierra Club
and should
do to
likely that
that bad
the managers
managers who
who act
as agents
agentsofSierra
Club can
can and
should do
to make
make itit less
less likely
bad
behavior
or dismissed, more
that problems
are identified
for investigation
and
behavior isis missed
missedordismissed,
more likely
likely that
problems are
identified for
investigation and
treated
and seriousness,
and less
employees or
treated with
with sufficient
sufficient urgency
urgency and
seriousness, and
less likely
likely that
that individual
individual employees
or
volunteers
expect that
suffering mistreatment
of working
working at
at the
the Sierra
volunteers expect
that suffering
mistreatment oror abuse
abuse isis just
just aa part
partof
Sierra
Club.
Club.
To bring this point into clear view, in this Reconciliation Process, some of the earliest narratives
shared seemed to be routine. Had we closed discussions there, the assessment of the scope and
scale of the situation could not have been more inaccurate. Here, as is so often true, the most
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9.9. Equi
fe
iia
Equip Management
to create safe, supportive, inclusive environments.
Even the
will not
succeed in
safe, supportive,
and
Even
the most
most well-intentioned
well-intentioned managers
managers will
not succeed
in creating
creating safe,
supportive, and
inclusive environments
if they are
are not
not trained
how to
manage.
inclusive
environmentsifthey
trained onon how
to actually
actually manage.
Adequate
training of management isis perhaps
single most
Adequate trainingofmanagement
perhaps the
the single
most
important factor
cultivating an
an equitable
equitable and
and
Adequate
training
important
factor inin affirmatively
affirmatively cultivating
Adequate training
inclusive
culture and
al"‘ld i‘n
Prev.enting inappropriate
l‘yeha\'lior,
of management
inclusive culture
in preventing
inappropriate behavior,
of
management isis
B
professionalized
of professionalized
AA lack
and discrimination.
harassment, and
harassment,
discrimination.
lackof
erp.
the
single
o
.
perhaps the single
management
leaves
individuals
without
the
tools
to
set
all
‘management leaves individuals without the tools to set all
periapi:ine) sng
important
most important
that
systems that
team
members up
up for
for success
success and
and reinforces
most
reinforces systems
team members
cultivating
factor inin cultivating
privilege. [ll factor
more privilege.
who already
those who
advantage those
credit
and advantage
already hold
hold more
credit and
This,
in
turn,
creates
team
environments
that
an equitable
equitable and
and
This,
in tum,
creates feam
environments
that
an
disproportionately
of color,
and
disproportionately burden
burden women,
women, people
people of
color, and
inclusive
inclusive
others
identities and
and leaves
with less
less
others with
with marginalized
marginalized identities
leaves those
those with
——
environment.
privilege
see leaving
privilege more
more vulnerable
vulnerable and
and more
more likely
likely toto see
leaving
E
rather than
step.
rather
than reporting
reporting asas the
the reasonable
reasonable next
next step.
Without
adequate training,
training, problems
ways, all
Withoutadequate
problems are
are likely
likely toto manifest
manifest inin three
three main
main ways,
all ofof which
which wewe
heard
about in
(a) how
either supportive
or abusive
abusive
heard about
in this
this process:
process: (a)
how managers
managers normalize
normalize either
supportive or
environments
above); (b)
how managers
managers make
selections for
opportunities or
environments (discussed
(discussed above);
(b) how
make selections
for opportunities
or for
for
roles;
(c) how
support or
or undermine
their teams
execution of
of their
roles; and
and (c)
how managers
managers support
undermine their
teams inin the
the execution
their
responsibilities.
These concerns
concerns were,
particularly acute
responsibilities. These
were, unsurprisingly,
unsurprisingly, particularly
acute where
where Volunteer
Volunteer
Leaders
exerted direct
managerial influence,
influence, but
by
Leaders exerted
direct managerial
managerial control
control oror indirect
indirect managerial
but they
they were
were by
no
or even
even predominantly
no means
means isolated
isolated toto or
predominantly attributable
attributable toto the
the volunteer
volunteer context.
context. ItIt became
became
clear that
that numerous
act as
by the Sierra Clubdid
Club did not
not know
clear
numerous individuals
individuals empowered
empowered toto act
as managers
managers
bytheSierra
know
or
to use
best practices
around the
selection or
assignment ofindividuals
of individuals to
to opportunities
opportunities
or care
care to
use best
practices around
the selection
or assignment
or
around fair
and effective
effective delegation
delegation and
feedback practices,
the creation
of team
or roles
roles around
fair and
and feedback
practices, oror the
creation of
team
environments
create the
empowered
environments that
that create
the psychological
psychological safety
safety” necessary
necessary for
for individuals
individuals toto feel
feel empowered
to
speak out
about policy,
or mistreatment.
to speak
speak upup and
and speak
out — about
policy, strategy,
strategy, or
mistreatment.

1 “Paychological safety” is a term used by researchers to capture and measure a byproduct of uly inclusive
workplaces
individuals feel
feel safe
safe being
and expressing
expressing their
ideas and
and opinions.
opinions. Inclusvity
Inclusivity
workplaces where
where individuals
being themselves
themselves and
their ideas
brings
an organization
organization that
likely to
problems of
of
brings many
many benefits,
benefits, not
not the
the least
leasofof which
which isis an
that iss less
less likely
to have
have pervasive
pervasive problems
harassment
and abuse
go unaddressed
of times. The
system of an inclusive
inclusive workplace
harassment and
bisgo
unaddressed forfor long
long periods
periodsoftimes.
The immune
immune systemofan
workplace iss
stronger,
more attuned toidentifying
to identifying disease,
disease, and
and beter
better able
healthy statequickly
state quickly and
with minimal
stronger,moreattuned
ble toto return
return to0.a healthy
and with
minimal
disruption.
disruption
14"
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10. Hold Management

10. Hold
Management
environments.
environments.

accountable for
for creating
safe. supportive,
supportive, inclusive
inclusive
creating
safe,

accountable

Even where individual managers were identified as having the serious deficits in these areas,
there was no centralized system by which the Sierra Club could provide the training and
support necessary Organizations whoare successful at creating and maintaining the culture
10 which they aspire are ones that recognize the prevention of inappropriate behavior cannot
bedivorced from the response to inappropriate behavior. Having robust training mechanisms
~ usually provided through a combination of in-house services and contracts with external
vendors - is oneofthe three necessary foundational elements for intentional culture creation
and
other two
clear accountability
management and
and maintenance
maintenance (the
(the other
two being
being having
having clear
accountability for
for management
and DEI
DEI
obligations
obligations inin the
the performance
performance management
management process
process and
and having
having aa functional
functional EVR
EVR system
system toto
respond
arise).
respond toto problems
problems when
when they
they arise).
To
an explicit
of the
To the
the extent
extent itit isis not
not already
already an
explicit part
partof
the performance
performance management
management process,
process, the
the
organization
should ensure
all managers
are assessed
on their
of basic
basic
organization should
ensure that
that all
managers are
assessed on
their execution
execution of
management
skills and
and are
on how
attend to
obligations around
around
‘management skills
are assessed
assessed on
how they
they attend
to their
their affirmative
affirmative obligations
diversity,
equity, and
and inclusion.
systems regularly
confidential
diversity, equity,
inclusion. The
The best
best systems
regularly collect
collect targeted,
targeted, confidential
upward
are performing
upward feedback
feedback onon how
how managers
managers are
performing core
core management
management skills
skills asasaa standard
standard part
part
of the performance
ofthe
performance management
management process.
process.
Even where individual managers were identified as having the serious deficits in these areas,
there was no centralized system by which the Sierra Club could provide the training and
support necessary.” Organizations who are successful at creating and maintaining the culture
to which they aspire are ones that recognize the prevention of inappropriate behavior cannot
be divorced from the response to inappropriate behavior. Having robust training mechanisms
— usually provided through a combination of in-house services and contracts with external
vendors — is one of the three necessary foundational elements for intentional culture creation

«Please note tha in most well-run organizations, allof these elements would be handled
byan integrated people
function, rather than spread across various departments; it is our recommendation that all these concerns be
centralized ntoth streamlined department asked with handling al employee and volunteer relations matters.
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' Please note that in most well-run organizations, all of these elements would be handled by an integrated people
function, rather than spread across various departments; it is our recommendation that all these concerns be
centralized into the streamlined department tasked with handling all employee and volunteer relations matters.
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3% Demonstrate Leadership Through Action
1.
1. Reset
Reset the
the organizational
organizational relationship
relationship with
with itsits volunteers.
volunteers.
The
with its
The organization’s
organization's relationship
relationship with
its volunteer
volunteer members
members isis —- toto our
our knowledge
knowledge ~— unique
unique for
for
an
organization of
Club’s size,
size, particularly
degree to
an organization
of the
the Sierra
Sierra Club's
particularly with
with respect
respect toto the
the degree
to which
which
volunteers
embedded and
empowered inin day-to-day
day-to-day operations,
Volunteers are
are embedded
and empowered
operations, the
the ways
ways inin which
which
volunteers
allowed to
manifest open
open hostility
staff as
as aa part
power
volunteers have
have been
been allowed
to manifest
hostility towards
towards staff
part ofof power
struggles,
which the
volunteer rights
rights to
exclusion of
struggles, and
and the
the degree
degree toto which
the focus
focus seems
seems toto bebe onon volunteer
to the
the exclusion
of
volunteer
address the
the extensive
volunteer responsibilities.
responsibilities. Changes
Changes must
mustaddress
extensive feedback
feedback that
that indicated:
indicated: that
that
volunteers
are not
held accountable;
results in
in systems
volunteers are
not held
accountable; that
that leaving
leaving things
things toto the
the chapters
chapters results
systems that
that
protect
powerful and abandon
abandon the
vulnerable; and
and that
that the
of staff
protect the
the powerfuland
thevulnerable;
the wellbeing
wellbeingof
staffsis never
never treated
treated
as a priority.
asapriority.
‘We
We understand
understand individuals
individuals have
have sought
sought toto balance
balance discussions
discussions around
around volunteer
volunteer rights
rights with
with
those
responsibilities as
as well
and to
the kinds
of measures
measures that
are common
common in
those ofof responsibilities
well and
to introduce
introduce the
kinds of
that are
in
other
organizations -— having
having volunteers
upon joining
about codes
codes of
other organizations
volunteers bebe required
required toto sign
sign forms
forms upon
joining about
of
conduct,
standards against
with
conduct, imposing
imposing certain
certain standards
against which
which Volunteer
Volunteer Leaders”
Leaders” who
who interact
interact with
national
participation in
in Volunteer
national might
might bebe measured,
measured, requiring
requiring training
training for
for participation
Volunteer Leadership
Leadership oror
advisory
with National,
being more
advisory interactions
interactions with
National, being
more proactive
proactive toto ensure
ensure that
that Volunteer
Volunteer Leaders
Leaders
don’t
abuse the
the communications
currently have
don't misuse
misuse oror abuse
communications and
and information
information toto which
which they
they currently
have
access.
But we
also heard
heard eachof
each of those
or attempts failed
move forward,
either
access. But
we also
those suggestions
suggestionsorattempts
failed toto move
forward, either
because
of explicit opposition,
concerns about
becauseofexplicit
opposition, articulation
articulation ofof amorphous
amorphous concerns
about implementation,
implementation, oror
inattention.
are unaware
preclude the
inattention. We
We are
unaware ofof insurmountable
insurmountable hurdles
hurdles that
that would
would preclude
the articulation
articulation
and
standards that
that would
govern volunteer
and implementation
implementation ofof standards
would govern
volunteer interactions
interactions — either
either asas aa
condition
of membership,
easily yet,
condition of any leadership
privileges.
condition of
membership, oror more
more easily
yet, asasaa conditionofany
leadershipprivileges.
Itis
important to
address toxicity
coming
Itisimportant
to remember
remember that
that the
the dangers
dangers that
that accrue
accrue from
from failing
failing toto address
toxicity coming
from
also harms
from volunteers
volunteers also
harms other
other volunteers,
volunteers, particularly
particularly those
those who
who might
might bebe newer
newer toto the
the
organization
and the
and whose
identities are
are not
not societally
organization and
the movement
movement and
whose identities
societally privileged.
privileged. We
We heard
heard
multiple
accounts of volunteers
are women
people of color bearing the
the bruntof
brunt of the
multiple accountsof
volunteers who
who are
women and/or
and/or peopleofcolorbearing
the
fact
equity work
coming from
from Chapter
Chapter Leaders.”
participant
fact that
that “opposition
“opposition toto equity
work isis coming
Leaders.” AsAs one
one participant
observed:
observed:
“So long
as they
“So
longas
they stay
stay members,
members, they
they have
have ALL
ALL the
the rights
rights and
and privileges...
privileges... Volunteers
Volunteers
are seen
seen as
that they
are above
above accountability...
we had
volunteer out
are
as invincible,
invincible, that
they are
accountability... IfIfwe
had aa volunteer
out
there molesting
not sure
Sierra Club
be able
able to
deal
there
molesting children?
children? I'm
I'm not
sure the
the Sierra
Club would
would even
even be
to deal
with
with it.it. They
They certainly
certainly can’t
can't handle
handle discrimination.
discrimination. This
This isis going
going toto tank
tank the
the Club.
Club.
And
they are
are going
turnover and
and all
all these
And inin the
the meantime,
meantime, they
going toto have
have turnover
these problems.”
problems.”
ItIt isis incumbent
to flag
about risks
are not
merely
incumbent upon
upon usus to
flag that
that concerns
concerns about
risks toto children
children are
not merely
hypothetical.
hypothetical. The
The organization
organization has
has significant
significant interactions
interactions with
with young
young people,
people, often
often inin
situations
abuse might
occur. With
governing
situations where
where abuse
might more
more easily
easily occur.
With limited
limited safeguards
safeguards inin place
place governing
the
responsibilities of volunteers, those risks
risks increase.
the responsibilitiesofvolunteers,those
increase.
Tobe clear, these requirementsattherorganizationstend toapply to those individual whohave any leadership
privileges vis a isthe national organization. Most chapter organizations leave the lection and qualification of
chapter leadership tothe chapters to decide, although they alo condition the ability to be a chapter on baseline
compliance
with a series
series ofofthings
things including
principles andguidelines.
and guidelines.
compliance
witha
including adherence
adherencetoto EEO
EEOprinciples
16
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5To be clear, these requirements at other organizations tend to apply to those individuals who have any leadership
privileges vis a vis the national organization. Most chapter organizations leave the election and qualification of
chapter leadership to the chapters to decide, although they also condition the ability to be a chapter on baseline
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The organization
organization should
should act
quickly to
draw clear
clear lines
and
“The
act quickly
to draw
lines between
between what
what membership
membership rights
rights and
related process
rights must
must be
what privileges
related
processrights
be afforded
afforded under
under law
law and
and what
privileges are
are within
within the
the control
control ofof
the organization.
create clear
and straightforward
and
the
organization. The
The organization
organization should
should create
clear and
straightforward expectations
expectations and
responsibilities of
of volunteers,
volunteers, which,
which, at
should be
be aa condition
responsibilities
at aa minimum,
minimum, should
condition ofof leadership
leadership oror
participation in
any Sierra
and, ifif possible,
membership more
more broadly.
broadly.
participation
in any
Sierra Club
Club national
national events
events and,
possible, ofofmembership
The
organization should
or other
other requirements
agreements (eg,
(e.g.
“The organization
should attend
attend toto what
what releases
releases or
requirements oror agreements
prohibitions
on alcohol
alcohol or
strict limitations
contact even
prohibitions on
or drug
drug use,
use, strict
limitations onon physical
physical oor intimate
intimate contact
even ifif
“consensual”, etc.)
those who
who interact
go on
on
“consensual”,
etc) itit might
might want
want toto utilize
utilize forfor those
interact with
with minors,
minors, who
who go
outings, or
or other
other relevant
relevant events.
events.
outings,
Being
“volunteer-led” organization
organization cannot
cannot stand
Being aa “volunteered”
stand forfor
volunteers
carte blanche
blanche to
ignore legal
legal requirements
volunteers having
having carte
to ignore
requirements
or organizational
organizational values
values around
around equity
equity and
and inclusivity
— or
.
or
inclusivity
—
or
Being a
a “volunteerBeing
“volunteer ll asic
human decency.
Meaningful volunteer
volunteer leadership
leadership —
basic human
decency. Meaningful
led” organization
around priorities
and strategic
strategic vision
does not
not
led”
organization
around
priorities and
vision and
and direction
direction — does
cannot stand
stand for
require volumer
volunteer invulnerability
(perceived or
or acta)
actual) or
or
invulnerability (perceived
reir
for
cannot
volunteers having
exemption fr?m
accountabilit}f structures.
To t.hethe extent
exemption
from accountability
structures.To
extent that
that

veluntsars
having
carte blanche.
sans blanche,

EH

ot

volunteers wish to be more directly involved in the day-tooperations of
of the
organization, that
opportunity must
be
day operations
day
the organization,
that opportunity
must be
conditioned on them being meaningfully accountable for
their conduct and choices.

conditioned on them being meaningfully accountable for
their conduct and choices.
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Sil
tay
3
with the unions.
In
many if
most organizations,
between Leadership
and the
can be
In many
if not
not most
organizations, relationships
relationships between
Leadership and
the union
union can
be
strained,
during contract
However, everything
strained, particularly
particularly during
contract negotiations.
negotiations. However,
everything wewe heard
heard inin this
this
process
suggests that
Sierra Club
would benefit
working to
to better
unions and
and to
process suggests
that the
the Sierra
Club would
benefit working
better engage
engage the
the unions
to
ensure
are actively
or avoid
avoid Leadership
ensure that
that they
they are
actively taking
taking steps
steps too prevent
prevent or
Leadership oror line
line management
management
from
as the
the enemy
enemy or
dismissing the
as
from treating
treating the
the union
union as
or dismissing
the collective
collective bargaining
bargaining agreements
agreements as
somehow
being aa distraction
distraction from
overarching goals
goals of
the organization.
At
somehow being
from oror counter
counter toto the
the overarching
of the
organization. At
the
of the day,
this isis an
an organization
organization that
care deeply
deeply about
about the
the conditions
the end
endofthe
day, this
that professes
professes toto care
conditions for
for
its
staff (much
(much like
up of individuals
chosen to
its staff
like the
the union),
union), and
and the
the union
union isis made
made upof
individuals who
who have
have chosen
to
dedicate
careers to
the Sierra
Club and
mission (much
(much like
dedicate their
their careers
tothe
SierraClub
and the
the mission
like Leadership).
Leadership).
Beyond
seem to
stepped in
Beyond that
that basic
basic commonality,
commonality, though,
though, isis the
the fact
fact that
that the
the unions
unions seem
to have
have stepped
in toto
attempt
fill aa void
disempowered EVR
attempt toto fill
void left
left byby aa poorly-resourced
poorly-resourced and
and disempowered
EVR accountability
accountability
structure.
Over and
and over
again, we
from staff and management
alike that
were
structure. Over
overagain,
we heard
heard fromstaffand
managementalike
that the
the unions
unions were
the
source of
experiencing mistreatment,
harassment, or
the best
best source
of help
help for
for individuals
individuals experiencing
mistreatment, harassment,
or
discrimination.
much of
directly refers
refers employees
with
discrimination. ToTo bebe very
very clear,
clear, much
of management
management now
now directly
employees with
problems
rather than
the organization -to
— to get
help when they
are having
problems toto the
the union
union —-rather
than theorganization
get helpwhen
they are
having cultureculturerelated
common perception
perception was
was that
go
related problems.
problems. AA common
that “EVR
“EVR isis for
for managers”
managers” and
and staff
staff have
have toto go
to
the union.
were able
see, those
tothe
union. With
With aa very
very limited
limited set
set ofof exceptions,
exceptions, from
from what
what wewewere
able toto see,
those matters
matters
that
often resulted
in greater
greater organizational
of any
that most
most often
resulted in
organizational attention
attention and
and the
the highest
highest likelihood
likelihood of
any
accountability
union was
accountability measures
measures were
were ones
ones inin which
which the
the union
was involved.
involved.
Despite
disturbing tales
tales of
of animosity
unions, with
one person
Despite this,
this, instead
instead wewe heard
heard disturbing
animosity toward
toward unions,
with one
person
succinctly
explaining “lots
“lots of
of managers
managers at
the Sierra
anti-union.” In
succinctly explaining
at the
Sierra Club
Club are
are anti-union.”
In addition
addition toto
accounts
of managers
to subvert
subvert or
the guaranteesofthe
guarantees of the CBA's
CBA’s when
accounts of
managers trying
trying to
or gogo around
around the
when itit came
came
to
and hiring
heard of
to compensation
compensation and
hiring protocols,
protocols, wewe also
also heard
of individuals
individuals ~— particularly
particularly women
women ——
either
experiencing or
outright, that
union
either experiencing
or —~ inin one
one case
case being
being told
told outright,
that their
their involvement
involvement inin the
the union
would
their careers.”
clear that
would bebe detrimental
detrimental tototheir
careers What
What was
was shared
shared made
made clear
that managers
managers not
not only
only
lacks
on the
obligations of
of managers
managers interacting
lacks training
training on
the legal
legal obligations
interacting with
with anan organized
organized labor
labor force,
force,
but
also have
set around
but also
have not
not had
had the
the appropriate
appropriate expectations
expectations set
around what
what leadership
leadership interactions
interactions
with
or on
culture-related issues
should be.
with the
the union
union or
on culture-related
issues should
be.
One
discussed union
relations with
with us
summed up
up what
One manager
managerdiscussed
unionrelations
us atat some
some length,
length, and
and summed
what they
they saw
saw
as
of some
conflict:
asaa source
sourceof
someofof the
the conflict:
“The way
treats the union ...union. is problematic.
problematic. The
The amountofpushback
amount of pushback
“The
way Leadership
Leadership
treatsthe
they
issues that
to be addressed, but
they give
give onon things...
things... there
there are
are these
these urgent
urgent issues
that need
needtobeaddressed,
but
there
young... who
sure
there are
are also
also people
people atat the
the organization
organization who
who are
are very
very young...
who I'm
I'm not
not sure
if they’ve had
job before
So their
complaints
ifthey've
had aa job
before oror interacted
interacted inin the
the world
world before.
before. So
their complaints
can
devolve into
things that
childish and
can discredit
discredit other,
can devolve
into things
that seem
seem childish
and can
other, more
more
legitimate complaints.
complaints. But
But overall
overall, II think
of the union’s
are fully
legitimate
think aa lotlotofthe
union’s concerns
concerns are
fully
warranted.”
warranted.”
What
source of
spaces.
What this
this participant
participant referenced
referenced isis aa common
common source
of strain
strain inin mission-driven
mission-driven spaces.
Frustration
on the
common, particularly
when iti feels
are
Frustration on
the part
part ofof Leadership
Leadership isis common,
particularly when
feels like
like demands
demands are
divorced
of how
done and
divorced from
fromaa recognition
recognition of
how much
much isis already
already being
being done
and ofof the
the constraints
constraints within
within
12. Reset the organizational relationship

+Theseaccounts were notas widespread asthe other concerns
wediscus herein. These seem tobe les sysemic.

16 These accounts were not as widespread as the other concerns we discuss herein. These seem to be less systemic.
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which progress can be made. At the same time, we are aware of other organizations where
unions have engaged in more public and disruptive escalations for lesser concerns than those
discussed herein.
‘Whatever
be said
of the
be aa clear
of the organization
Whatever might
might be
said of
the past
past relationships,
relationships, itit must
must be
clear goal
goalofthe
organization toto
shift institutional
and complaints
complaints to
union
shift
institutional wisdom
wisdom and
and habits
habits away
away from
from diverting
diverting concerns
concerns and
to the
the union
and incentivize
organization. Much
some of
the staff currently
currently
and
incentivize bringing
bringing them
them toto the
the organization.
Much like
like some
of thestaff
handling
of the organization
handling investigations
investigations and
and responses
responses onon behalf
behalf
ofthe
organization now,
now, the
the individuals
individuals inin the
the
union
are also
also not
trained on
on the
situations. Further,
as would
union are
not trained
the best
best ways
ways toto address
address these
these situations.
Further, as
would bebe
customary
do not
customary inin most
most unions
unions and
and asas was
was confirmed
confirmed inin these
these processes,
processes, the
the unions
unions do
not bring
bring
everything
to the
of the organization.
organization. Even
everything brought
brought toto their
their attention
attention to
the attention
attentionofthe
Evenifif these
these things
things
were
true, it
it would
still be an ill-advised
to rely
were not
not true,
would stillbean
ill-advised model
model to
rely oror allow
allow the
the unions
unions toto play
play aa primary
primary
EVR
on behalf
of the organization.
organization.
EVR role
role on
behalf
ofthe
There
and
There have
have clearly
clearly been
been miscommunications
miscommunications and
and misunderstandings
misunderstandings between
between the
the union
union and
Leadership
Leadership asas well.
well. Moving
Moving forward,
forward, the
the organization
organization will
will need
need toto prioritize
prioritize repairing
repairing
relationships,
fundamentally securing
the unions
utilizing
relationships, building
building trust,
trust, and
and fundamentally
securing the
the buy-in
buy-in ofofthe
unions that
that utilizing
the
investigative structures
are in
in the
of everyone. ItIt
the organization’s
organization's reporting
reporting and
and investigative
structures are
the best
best interest
interest ofeveryone.
can
directly with
rehabilitating union
union
can accomplish
accomplish some
some ofof this
this directly
with union
union leadership,
leadership, but
but rehabilitating
relationships
deficits will
require that
relationships and
and addressing
addressing trust
trust deficits
will also
also require
that the
the organization
organization address
address the
the
other
concerns noted
other concerns
noted inin this
this report.
report.
which progress can be made. At the same time, we are aware of other organizations where
unions have engaged in more public and disruptive escalations for lesser concerns than those
discussed herein.
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13. Embraceaccountable transparency,
Because
of the fatigue
around the
of surveys,
and working groups
groups
Because
ofthe
fatigue around
the series
seriesof
surveys, committees,
committees, task
task forces,
forces, andworking
that
your stakeholders already
need to
act in
thatyourstakeholders
already feel,
feel, you
you will
will need
to act
in demonstrably
demonstrably different
different ways
ways moving
moving
forward,
and more
generally around
around your
your culture-related
forward, both
both inin response
response toto this
this Report
Report and
more generally
culture-related
efforts.
We heard
range of
of stakeholders
efforts. We
heard from
from aa broad
broad range
stakeholders that
that despite
despite aa large
large volume
volume ofof
communications,
transparency isis lacking.
communications, they
they often
often feel
feel that
that meaningful
meaningful transparency
lacking. Meaningful
Meaningful
transparency
understand what,
whom, and
transparency will
will allow
allow allall stakeholders
stakeholders toto know
know and
and understand
what, how,
how, byby whom,
and why
why
decisions
will also
also allow
and measure
decisions are
are made.
made. ItIt will
allow stakeholders
stakeholders toto track
track and
measure whether
whether Leadership
Leadership
(you)
commitments that
(you) are
are honoring
honoring the
the commitments
that you
you make.
make.
Your
actions will
need to
beyond owning
Your next
next actions
will need
to gogo beyond
owning and
and acknowledging
acknowledging the
the toll
toll that
that process
process
without
beyond expressing
without reform
reform has
has taken
taken onon your
your organization,
organization, beyond
expressing remorse
remorse for
for what
what you’ve
you've
learned and
for the
caused. This
for you
you to
learned
and for
the harm
harm that
that has
has been
been caused.
This moment
moment calls
calls for
to articulate
articulate
observable,
for what
observable, measurable
measurable metrics
metrics for
what you
you will
will do,
do, the
the outcomes
outcomes you
you will
will bebe working
working
towards,
and the
timelines you
will be
comprehensive set
of DEI goals
and metrics
metrics
towards, and
thetimelines
you will
be utilizing.
uilizing. AA comprehensive
set ofDEI
goals and
can
take some
some time
time to
to develop,
develop, but
be prepared
by Q3
2021 and
should ideally
can take
but that
that could
could be
prepared by
Q3 2021
and should
ideally be
be
announced sooner.
goals will
shared.
announced
sooner. InIn the
the interim,
interim, you
you should
should announce
announce when
when those
those goals
will bebe shared.
Further, you
can and
should announce
soon as
Further,
you can
and should
announce asas soon
as possible,
possible, and
and ideally
ideally inin the
the communication
communication
regarding
of the
the hard
regarding this
this process,
process, some
someof
hard commitments
commitments you
you can
can make
make now
now with
with respect
respect toto the
the
recommendations
recommendations inin this
this report,
report, personnel
personnel changes,
changes, and
and other
other reforms
reforms you
you might
might have
have
underway.
As a practical matter,
be prepared to
identify which
underway.Asapractical
matter, you
you will
will also
also need
need totobeprepared
toidentify
which individuals
individuals
will
act as the
the point
questions or
or concerns.
will actas
point people
people for
for questions
concerns.
You
how you
with the
and
You also
also will
will need
need toto bebe prepared
prepared toto announce
announce how
you will
will engage
engage with
the Board
Board and
Volunteer
to commit
Volunteer Leadership
Leadership more
more broadly.
broadly. You
You should
should consider
consider what
what you
you will
will bebe able
able to
commit toto
in
of (a) what
shared about
and process
and how;
what EEO
and
in terms
termsof(a)
what will
will bebe shared
about this
this report
report and
process and
how (b)(b) what
EEO and
EVR
will be
to the
subset of
(e.g.
EVR metrics
metrics will
be reported
reported to
the Board
Board oror aa subset
of the
the Board
Board moving
moving forward
forward (e.
turnover
rates, annual
of complaints,
turnover rates
rates that
that monitor
monitor identity
identity sub-group
sub-group rates,
annual volume
volumeof
complains, high-level
high-level
information
etc.);'” and
information about
about time
time toto resolution
resolution and
and types
types ofof resolution,
resolution, etc.”
and (c)(c) what
what training
training oror
other
efforts on
on culture
culture issues
appropriate for
other educational
educational efforts
issues might
might bebe appropriate
for the
the Board
Board oror aa
subcommittee
of the Board.
subcommitteeofthe
Board.
13. Embrace accountable transparency.

1 Both because te best practice and because ofwht we understand bout the natureofyour Bosrd, we would
recommend you alsa commit t this high-level human resources reporting to the organization more broadly
moving
moving forward.
forward

7 Both because it is best practice and because of what we understand about the nature of your Board, we would
recommend you also commit to this high-level human resources reporting to the organization more broadly
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